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John Wiley and Sons Ltd, United States, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Describing the essential aspects that need to be considered during the deployment
and operational phases of 3GPP LTE/SAE networks, this book gives a complete picture of LTE
systems, as well as providing many examples from operational networks. It demystifies the
structure, functioning, planning and measurements of both the radio and core aspects of the
evolved 3G system. The content includes an overview of the LTE/SAE environment, architectural and
functional descriptions of the radio and core network, functionality of the LTE applications,
international roaming principles, security solutions and network measurement methods. In
addition, this book gives essential guidelines and recommendations about the transition from
earlier mobile communications systems towards the LTE/SAE era and the next generation of LTE,
LTE-Advanced. The book is especially suitable for the operators that face new challenges in the
planning and deployment phases of LTE/SAE, and is also useful for network vendors, service
providers, telecommunications consultancy companies and technical institutes as it provides
practical information about the realities of the system. * Presents the complete end-to-end planning
and measurement guidelines for the realistic deployment of networks * Explains the...
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Reviews
It in a single of the most popular ebook. It really is simplified but excitement in the fi y percent from the pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Joy La ng osh
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. O die Mur phy II
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